
An Iep Solution With on Demand Customer Support

Marshall Public School District is located in the

rural town of Marshall, Wisconsin. This setting

allows the school district to offer smaller class

sizes and more individualized attention per

student. At Marshall, parents are given the unique

opportunity to become truly involved in their

child's education experience from start to finish. 

 Staff at Marshall work with each and every

student in a way that best fits the child's

individual needs. Through the IEP process, "the

student’s special education team works together

with the family to ensure the child receives the

necessary special education services. "

OVERVIEW

Go Solutions Success
Story: Marshall Public
Schools

Go Solutions is committed to

empowering school districts across the

US with innovative solutions that

positively impact student success and

their school communities. From

intervention to reimbursement and

everything in-between, our IEP and

Medicaid software and Medicaid billing

team help ensure your district is

maximizing participation in your State’s

Medicaid reimbursement program and

is able to provide exceptional

experiences for all students.

GO AT A GLANCE

GET TO KNOW OUR INTERVIEWEE

Name: Andrea Bertone

Position: Special Education Director

Background information: Andrea previously used

GoIDEA™ (formerly known as OASYS) while working as a

Speech Therapist and Program Support Teacher at Madison

Metropolitan School District. She currently uses GoIDEA in

her recent role as a Special Education Director at Marshall.

MARSHALL FAST FACTS

Total

students1,050
Students

with an IEP117

"I don't see our district ever using anything other than GoIDEA. The staff have been so

responsive even when it hasn't been an issue with their system, I have received help

from the GoIDEA staff on topics like what to say to DPI in certain situations. I am sold

on this system! I loved using it in Madison and I am so happy to be using it here at

Marshall." -Andrea Bertone, SPED Director 



BENEFITS

On Demand Support
01

Form Consistency
02

"A huge benefit is that within GoIDEA, the forms are mirroring
whatever shifts or changes take place on DPI forms. This is a big
win for us especially if our district gets audited. Overall there's
an ease and a consistency across the districts that I think is
super beneficial."

Constant Innovation
03 "Over the last five years I have seen so many

improvements, the system is constantly getting better. For
example even just little changes you make with the linking
form have helped save my staff time."

"Getting the support I need when I
need it is invaluable to me. I couldn't

be happier with Go Solutions!"

"As a SPED Director, I always have a full schedule. I don't
necessarily have the time to sit and look through a bunch of
online manuals especially when I just need an answer to my
question. The speedy response I always get on an email or
ticket is what I really love about Go Solutions."

-Andrea Bertone

-Andrea Bertone

-Andrea Bertone

-Andrea Bertone


